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12π Basshorn Subwoofer Usage Notes Please read this document carefully •



Frequency Response is 30Hz to 200Hz +/-3dB. However, the recommended range is 30Hz to 100Hz. A 30Hz high-pass filter is recommended, 24dB/octave for best power handling. This will ensure the drivers aren’t subjected to signals that would cause over-excursion. High power levels of signal content below 30Hz will cause over excursion, which will result in damage to the loudspeaker.



•



There are two drivers, each connected to a pair of terminals on the Speakon™ connectors. The left driver is connected to 1[+] and 1[-], and the right driver is connected to 2[+] and 2[-]. If using a single amplifier, connect 1[+] and 2[+] together externally, in the cable. Also connect 1[-] and 2[-] together. Failure to do so will result in reduced output and damage to the loudspeaker.



•



Two Speakon™ connectors per cabinet are provided. Each is wired in parallel, so loudspeakers can be daisy-chained together.



•



Maximum RMS voltage is 60VRMS, which corresponds to 1600 watts RMS. When choosing an amplifier, it is best to choose one capable of at least 60VRMS at 4Ω. An amplifier rated for 2000 watts at 4Ω per cabinet is a good choice. Alternatively, a pair of 1000 watt amps, each driving one side can be used.



•



When connecting two separate amps to power each driver individually, be sure proper polarity is used so that the drivers are operated in phase. Failure to do so will result in reduced output and damage to the loudspeaker.



•



The internal path length of the horn is 9.3 feet. The speed of sound is 1129 feet per second, so sound takes 8.3mS to reach the mouth. If a delay processor is available, it may be desirable to delay the main speakers by this amount, to compensate for path length delay in the horn sub. Another method is to position the main speakers 9.3 feet behind the subs. Consider the distances between each loudspeaker and the audience when calculating sound path lengths.



•



A single 12π basshorn produces 105dB with 1 watt input, measured 1 meter (3.3 feet) from the mouth. At 10 meters (33 feet), 100 watts will produce 105dB. Maximum output of one cabinet is 137dB at one meter, which is 117dB at ten meters.



•



When cabinets are grouped together, there is a 6dB gain for each doubling of cabinets. A pair of cabinets produces 6dB more output than a single, four cabinets produces 6dB more, eight cabinets produces 6dB more, and so on.



•



The drivers employ a patent pending cooling system which conducts motor heat out to the aluminum side panels. These serve as heat sinks which dissipate heat into the surrounding air. Not much airflow is required for them to work because surface area is large. However, you naturally do not want direct sunlight to heat the panels, which would greatly reduce their effectiveness. If the speakers are used in direct sunlight, it is advisable to shade the side panels. One way to do this is with a snap-on denim flap shade. Contact π Speakers for details.



Speaker Motor Cooling System Here are some photos of the cooling plug:



Cooling plug



Top View



Bottom View



The cooling plug is made of 6061 aluminum, which is a good conductor of heat. Its purpose is to conduct heat away from the motor and into the access panels, which double as heat sinks. This cools the motor a lot better than air cooling alone would do.



Ideally what you want is a uniform snug fit. Not so snug that the plug binds when inserting or removing it, but certainly not loose either. The best thermal interface is made when there is a lot of common surface area between the plug and pole piece and when there is pressure between the two. The other thing to balance this goal with is ease of assembly and service, which deters us from over-sizing the plug and pressing it in. The best fitment is to have one to two thousandths of an inch fit. Our woofers are machined for precise fitment of the cooling plug in the pole piece. For this reason, we suggest you order your woofers and cooling plugs directly from us. We have an OEM woofer made specifically for this application. LAB12 woofers can be used but they aren’t machined so the pole piece vent ID varies by as much as 0.050”. For do-it-yourself builders that prefer to machine their own parts, here are a few suggestions. Cooling plugs are available in two sizes, 1.235” and 1.250”. Measure your woofer and if it has pole piece ID smaller than 1.235”, use the smaller plug and if not, use the larger plug. Machine the pole piece to fit, either 1.235” or 1.250” +0.002/ -0.000. If the cooling plug nearly fits into the center pole, then you may be able to clean the paint from the ID with sandpaper and have a good fit. However, be aware that the back plate is pressed onto the center pole, slightly compressing the pole piece ID in this area. There is a good chance that this is the only place the cooling plug will make contact if the woofer isn’t machined. This would not provide adequate contact surface area, so the thermal interface would not be good. Drills can be used, but drilling is less precise, especially hand drills. A drill press can be used and you can expect precision on the order of +0.005/ -0.000. Holes drilled with hand drills are generally less precise. A 31mm drill bit is 1.220”, 1-15/64” is 1.234”, 31.5mm is 1.240” and 1-1/4 is 1.250”. Be careful when machining the pole piece so that iron filings do not enter the voice coil gap. The magnet is actually very effective at capturing the debris and preventing it from falling through the pole piece onto the cone and possibly back around into the gap. Just use caution and work slowly and carefully. After machining is finished, remove any paint that remains on the ID surface with sandpaper and clean the area. If the machined surface is going to sit a while before assembly, be sure and leave a light coat of oil or heat sink compound on the exposed steel, to prevent rust.



When installing the device, be sure to use heat conductive grease. It is very important that the interface between the pole piece on the motor and the cooling plug is good. You want a lot of surface area contact, so the entire length of the cooling plug should be inserted and it should be covered with conductive grease. You also want the interface between the cooling plug and the heat exchanger to be good, so use conductive grease there too, and snug the panel down well. Both surfaces should be straight and smooth to maximize contact surface area.



Heat conductive grease on pole piece, in vent hole



Cooling plug inserted, ready to attach to the heat exchanger



Heat conductive grease applied to cooling plug prior to attaching heat exchanger plate



Fastening the plate to the cooling plug



Heat exchanger assembled and ready



Heat exchanger assembly inserted in woofer



After the cooling plugs are inserted, they do not need any additional maintenance. They will work as heat sinks for the life of the loudspeaker. The access panels do not need a lot of airflow to work properly, because they have a lot of surface area. Keep out of direct sunlight. This is probably the most important advice. Several 12π basshorns can be stacked together with no ill-effects, but one placed in direct sunlight on a hot summer day will quickly heat the access panel to a point where it is ineffective as a heat sink. Provide shade to 12π basshorns that will be used in direct sunlight. This can be accomplished using a denim flap hung loosely over the access panels.
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plans d'étage floor plans 

All areas and stated room dimensions are approximate and may vary slightly. All plans, dimensions and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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plans d'étage floor plans 

E. & O.E. / Toutes les superficies et les dimensions des pièces sont approximatives et peuvent varier légèrement. Tous les plans, dimensions et spécifications ...
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floor plans plans d'étage - Dream 

All areas and stated room dimensions are approximate and may vary slightly. All plans, dimensions and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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floor plans plans d'étage - Dream 

E. & O.E. / Toutes les superficies et les dimensions des pièces sont approximatives ... Level 1. Basement. Booth S treet. Buchanan Channel. 8523 sf. Level 2. TP.
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plans d'étage floor plans - Dream Leasing 

rue Domtar. Level 1. Le. Bloc 2. Bloc 3. N rue Eddy rue Champlain rue Domtar. Level 2. Bloc 2. Bloc 3. N rue Eddy rue Champlain rue Domtar. RoofTop Terrace.
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Plans - espacelistings.com 

FLOOR 2. GROSS INTERNAL AREA. FLOOR 1: 1022 sq ft, FLOOR 2: 1029 sq ft. TOTAL: 2050 sq ft. SIZES AND DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE, ACTUAL ...
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Career plans 

français et des activités sportives et culturelles. Les étudiants ... Nos professeurs sont de vrais spécialistes dans l'enseignement du Français Langue. Etrangère.
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Plans des lieux d'activités 

320 Sainte-Catherine Street East. Hospitality suite. Ginkgo Café & ... Keynotes. Salle Pierre-Mercure. 300 de Maisonneuve Blvd East. Parking. Metro Berri-UQAM.
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programme - Premiers Plans 

27 janv. 2016 - Hommage à un cinéaste russe de premier plan et à son œuvre traversée de ..... Carte Blanche à l'Académie d'Art Dramatique de Pékin .... Terre des Sciences, l'École supérieure des beaux-arts TALM et avec le soutien de la ...
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bons plans - Voyages-sncf.com 

27 oct. 2016 - compagnies aériennes ; 280 000 hôtels référencés ; plus de 25 000 offres de séjours ; 30 loueurs de voitures, etc. Voyages-sncf.com ...
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(PLANS LOTS_Ã  jour.pdf) 

Reference; 2015_026 5 JUIN 2015 Permis d'amÃ©nager. Duie : Ociobre 2015 C Oct. 2015 Bornage division propriÃ©tÃ© LESNE. - SARL Serge CHANEL.
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(PLANS LOTS_Ã  jour.pdf) 

Page 1. KG O RÃ©seaueauxusÃ©es C Borne nouvelle (. 33U Â£3ify. COMMUNE DE CHATILLON-SUR-CHALARONNE. "Domaine Fiageollet". A. HABITAT.
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Plans des planchers - Olymbec 

Key Plan no | rÃ©visionfissue | date. TitreTitle:6635-6667 Cote-de-Liesse. RDC/GrOUnd FlOOr. Ã‰chelleScale: N.T.S.. DÃ©ssinÃ© par Drawn By: Date: | Oly MBEc. Nom et Localisation du ProjetÅ¿ 333 DÃ©cariÂº. Project Name and Location: 5th floor, St. Lau
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Untitled - Horn Plans 

The design naturally cuts off at 500 Hz. Cabinet Type. Folded horn design with bass reflex porting of loudspeaker ... 2 x ME 15/300 LF cone base drivers.
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18B600 - Sheet1 - Horn Plans 

Page 1. 1. 9. 0. 437. 318. 365. 1. 2. 9. 125. 5. 5. 0. 931. 430. 2. 9. 5. 2. 7. 9. 5. 0. 2. 5. 4. 1143. 6. 1. 0. 5. 7. 4. 449. 78.10Â°. 762. 3. 6. 1. 544. 2. 4. 6. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3 .0. 5.
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CONVENTION D'ASSURANCE DES PLANS 

C'est AXA Assurances Vie. Luxembourg qui prend en charge ces primes. â‡¨ En cas de dÃ©cÃ¨s de l'enfant assurÃ© avant le terme du contrat, l'adulte assurÃ© perÃ§oit ...
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Untitled - Premiers Plans 

25 janv. 2014 - Une sélection de courts métrages tournés dans la région et/ou réalisés par des cinéastes ...... DVD autour du Festival, rencontres et séances dédicaces. .... personnages et code couleur) ou programme sans dialogues.
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(PLANS LOTS_à jour.pdf) 

C C Rè#sust:rgus##. COMMUNE DE CHATILLON-SUR-CHALARONNE. "Domaine Fiageollet". Àix. HABITAT. Bâtisseur de bien vivre. PERMIS D'AMENAGER.
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Redwood Canoe - Country Plans 

two pieces of white pine together for each stem, and trace the lines from the full-size drawing on each. Bevel each piece to ac- cept the redwood side strips.
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Plans des planchers - Olymbec 

Échelle/Scale: N.T.S.. Déssiné parl Drawn By: \y^. Date: OIYMBEC. Nom et Localisation du Projetſ 333 Décarie. Project Name and Location: 5thfloor, St. Laurent.
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Dungeon Floor Plans - Usagi3 

These aren't the best floor plans ever. They art is sketchy, the colour is sparse and they have no depth to speak of, but they are usable â€“ particularly if you.
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Plans des lieux d'activités 

8 juin 2019 - 1440, Sanguinet Street. Keynotes. Salle Pierre-Mercure. 300 de Maisonneuve Blvd East. Parking. Metro Berri-UQAM. SUNBELT 2019 - INSNA.
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Plans NOW - MetoS Expo 

Plans NOW www.plansnow.com. Â®. THANK YOU! You have successfully downloaded your PlansNOW.com woodworking plan. Clear printer memory. If you are ...
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PLANS LOTS_à jour.pdf 

Réseau eau potable. COMMUNE DE CHATILLON-SUR-CHALARONNE. "Domaine Fiageolet". àïN. HABITAT. Bâtisseur de bien vivre. PERMIS D'AMENAGER.
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